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 The present study was undertaken to examine the rate of growth as well as forecasting 
and factor influencing variability of area and production of boro rice in different time 
periods of the country. Secondary data for the period of 1972-73 to 2011-12 were used 
for this study. The growth rates of total period were computed between four sub-
periods. Area and production of boro rice showed insignificant positive growth during 
the period of 1972-73 to 1981-82. For all other time periods, the growth rates showed 
significant and positive growth during the study period. The area and production of 
boro rice during the period 1972-73 to 1981-82 shows the highest degree of instability 
which is significant at 1% level.  For forecasting, linear, Logarithmic, Quadratic, Cubic, 
Compound and Inverse models have been fitted and projections have been made on the 
basis of the best fitted regression model. The cubic model was the best fitted model 
selected using model selection criteria. The projection of area and production indicated 
the vital potential of boro rice area and production in the time periods. Thus, policy 
makers, stake holders and beneficiaries (farmers) should take necessary steps to check 
the decline in area under boro rice without farther delay. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Agro-based developing country like Bangladesh is striving hard for rapid development of its economy. The 

economic development of the country is mainly based on agriculture. The contribution of agriculture sector in 
GDP is 19.29 percent. In the agriculture sector, the crop sub-sector dominates with 10.74 percent in GDP of 
which rice alone contributes about 53 percent [8]. In Bangladesh almost 66% of the labour force depends on 
agriculture for employment [9]. 

Bangladesh may be described as a land of rice growers and rice eaters. It is also the staple food of 
Bangladesh, occupies nearly 90% of the total net cropped area of the country and more than 99% of the people 
eat rice as their main food @416 gm/person/day (HIES, 2010). Rice is the most important food crop in terms of 
area, production and its contribution to the national income and national economic development. Crop 
agriculture in Bangladesh is chiefly characterized by a rice monoculture. Almost 80% of the total cropped area 
is planted with rice, which accounts for more than 90% of total grain production Alauddin and Tisdell [1,5,2]. 
The percentage share of rice in value is more than 60% of the total crop agriculture [2,16]. Three major rice 
crops (namely, Aus, Aman and Boro) constitute 100% of total rice production and grow in three different 
seasons. Aus is typically planted in March-April and harvested in June-July. Aman is generally sown in June-
July and harvested in November- December. Finally, boro rice is one of the major cereal food grains in 
Bangladesh, which is transplanted in winter season (December to February) and boro rice covered the large 
portion of total rice production of the country.  

An analysis of area and production of Boro rice during 1980-81 to 2007-08 revealed that both area and 
production of Boro rice has increased. Area under Boro rice has increased from 11.6 lakh ha in 1980-81 to 46 
lakh ha in 2007-08. On the other hand, production of Boro rice increased from 26.3 lakh tonnes to 1 crore 77.6 
lakh tonnes, while per hectare yield of Boro rice increased from 2.27 ton/ha to 3.86 ton/ha. During this period, 
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annual compound rate of growth in area, production and yield of Boro rice was 4.82, 6.49 and 1.68 per cent, 
respectively. Thus, increase in yield was the major determinant for increased Boro production in Bangladesh 
[6]. [10], measured the change and instability in area, production, and yield of two major cereal crops wheat and 
maize in Bangladesh, area and production of wheat increased satisfactorily. But yield was not increased to meet 
the demand of the country. The growth in area, production, and yield of wheat slightly improved in period-II, 
whereas the growth rate in area, production, and yield of maize improved rapidly. Though both of wheat and 
maize are unstable crops, maize showed very instability in its area and production because of its increasing 
tendency in the recent years. [13], Compound Growth Rates (CGRs) for overall period (1965-2004), of rice 
area, yield and production in Vietnam were positive and significant growth at the rate of 1.34; 2.60 and 3.97 per 
cent per annum, respectively. These were all positive and significant growth at 1 per cent level of probability. 
The instability analysis for overall period (1965-04), showed that overall area, yield, and production were high 
instability as compared to each sub-period in which most high instability was found in rice production (CV= 
48.13 %); followed rice yield (CV = 31.81 %) and rice area (CV = 16.28 %). In rice export, growth rate from 
1965-2004 was very high at 25.39 and 26.09 per cent per annum for export quantity, and value, respectively. 
These were positive and significant at 1 per cent level of probability. In contrast to the choice by [12] to keep 
entire post green revolution period as one set, [15] have estimated variability in production and yield by 
choosing smaller set of years, viz. 1981-82 to 1990-91 and 1991-92 to 2000-01. This is helpful if the variable 
(instability) changes over time. The authors concluded that the production of individual crops and total food 
grains had become more stable in the 1990s compared with the 1980s. As this study was based on a limited 
period of 1980-81 to 1991-92, it did not provide any clue about the effect of new crop technology on variability 
in agricultural or food production. Further, the results of the two studies on instability are somewhat 
contradictory in the sense that Larson et al.,[12] have reported a rise in the instability over time, whereas 
Sharma et al., have reported a decline in instability over time. 

The growth rate of boro rice production varied due to changing government policies in different periods 
during the past independence period of Bangladesh. The study has been taken to find the area and production 
growth of boro rice over the period 1972-73 to 2011-12 as well as four time periods, coefficient of variation and 
its projections. It is aimed at finding out whether the growth rates of area and production of boro rice differ 
significantly during the study time periods. Trend in area and production have also been examined. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Data: 

Secondary data were used for conducting the study. Data on area and production of boro rice for the period 
1972-73 to 2011-12 were collected from several issues of Statistical Yearbook of Bangladesh. This period was 
divided into 4 sub-periods and each period had 10 years: i) Time period I consist the period of 1972-73 to 1981-
82; (ii) Time period II comprises the period of 1982-83 to 1991-92; (iii) Time period III having the period of 
1992-93 to 2001-02; and (iv) Time period IV contain the period of 2002-03 to 2011-12 and the total period 
1972-73 to 2011-12. 
 
Growth model: 

For computing growth rates of area and production of boro rice exponential model were fitted. The growth 
model was:  Exponential: 
 

bt
t aeY =                (i)  

 
or btaYt += lnln             (ii) 

 
In equation (i), Yt is the dependent variable (area and production of boro rice), t is the independent variable 

(time), “a” is intercept and “b” is the absolute growth rate. In equation (ii), “b” is the growth rate in ratio scale 
and when multiplied by 100 it expresses percentage growth, i.e., annual compound growth rate. 

Following functional forms were fitted to determine the best fitted model: 
 

Model Functional form 
Linear ε++= btaY  
Logarithm ε++= tebaY log  

Quadratic ε+++= 2ctbtaY  
Cubic ε++++= 32 dtctbtaY  
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Inverse ε++= tbaY /  
 

Measures of Instability: 
The measures of instability in time series data requires an explicate assumptions of what constitute the 

expectable and unacceptable components. A systematic component which can be predicted does not constitute 
instability and hence, it should be eliminated from data. The estimate of the magnitude of instability in the time 
series data on area and production has been attempt by computing the coefficient of variation around the trend 
(CVt) was suggested by Cuddy and Della [7] as a better measure of variability rather than the coefficient of 
variation around the mean. The coefficient of variation will also work out for area, production and yield to 
measure the variability but simple CV does not explain properly the trend component inherent in the time series 
data.  

CVt = 21 RCV −× ; where CV = %100×
tX

σ
 

Criteria Used for Selection of Model: 
Until the rules of model selection are strictly followed, the forecast generated with the assumed model may 

sound insipid or dry. In order to select the type of growth model of the best model fit for forecasting the data for 

a particular time series the latest available model selection criteria are R2, 
−
2R , RMSE, AIC, BIC, MAE, MSE 

and MAPPE. The definition and related materials are briefly given below: 
 
Coefficient of Determination (R2): 

The coefficient of determination, proposed by Theil (1961), is the ratio of the regression sum of squares to 

the total sum of square i.e.,  TSS
RSS

squaresofsumTotal
quqressofsumgressionR == Re2 = TSS

ESS−1  
 In interpreting R2 , it is generally considered that the more the value of R2, the better is the fit. But there are 

some limitations in interpreting it in this way. One of the major objections is that R2 can overstate the value of a 
regression fit since the error sum of squares (ESS) can be reduced simply by adding further explanatory 
variables, even if they are not relevant to explaining the dependent variable. 

Adjusted Coefficient of Determination (
−

2R ): 

An alternative to R2  , denoted  
−

2R , which is adjusted for the degree of freedom associated with regression 
and total sum of squares, is  defined as 

kn
nRR −
−

−

−−= 122 )1(1 , where n is number of observation and k is the 
number of parameter to be estimated. It is to be noted that in some cases particularly bad fit R2 can be negative 
and it does not exist when the number of observations is less than or equal to the number of parameters to be 
estimated. Granger and Newbold (1986), Johnston and some other econometricians recommended this 
alternative. The greater the value of this criterion, the more is the accuracy of the model. 
 
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): 

The root mean square error is defined as ∑
=

−=
n

t
kn t

RMSE
1

21 ε where, n is the sample size and k is the 

total number of estimable parameters.  The model with minimum RMSE is assumed to describe the data series 
more adequately. 
 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): 

Akaike information criterion, proposed by Akaike, one of leading statisticians, provides guide lines for 
choosing the best possible model from a set of competing models. It is defined as kMSEnAIC 2)log( +=   
where, n is the sample size, MSE is the mean square error and k is the total number of estimable parameters. 
Akaike mentioned that the model with minimum AIC is closer to the best possible choice.  
 
Schwartz Information Criterion (SIC): 

Schwartz developed this criterion, which is alternatively called Bayesian Information criteria. This is 
defined as ,log)log( nkMSEnBIC +=  where, n is the sample size, MSE is the mean square error and k is 
the total number of estimable parameters. Schwartz shows that BIC is better than AIC. The model with 
minimum BIC is assumed to describe the data series more adequately. 
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Mean Absolute Error (MAE): 

The mean absolute error is defined as ∑
=

=
n

t
tnMAE

1

1 ε . The model with minimum MAE is assumed to 

describe the data series adequately. 
 
Mean Absolute Percent Prediction Error (MAPPE): 

The Mean Absolute Percent Prediction Error is defined as 100
1

1 ×= ∑
=

n

t
yn t

tMAPPE ε . The model with 

minimum MAPPE is assumed to describe the data series adequately. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The growth rates of area and production of boro rice were calculated on the basis of growth model. The 

results of the estimated model are presented in Table 1. During the total period (1972-73 to 2011-12) under 
study the area and production of boro rice registered significant positive growth. The area and production of 
boro rice grew 4.6 percent and 6.4 percent per annum over the 40 years total time period. The R2 of area and 
production of boro rice were 0.96 and 0.98 respectively. The R2 values were satisfactory because these 
explained 96 percent and 98 percent of the total variation of area and production by the time element include in 
the model.  During the period (1972-73 to 1981-82) under study the area and production of boro rice increased 
by 1.2 percent and 3.1 percent respectively per annum. The area and production of boro rice were not 
statistically significant. The R2 of area and production of boro rice were 0.097 and 0.30 respectively. The R2 
values were not satisfactory because these explained 9.7 percent and 30 percent of the total variation of area and 
production by the time element include in the model. By seeing the higher coefficient of variation at trend line 
of area and production of boro rice in time period 1972-73 to 2011-12 and 1972-73 to 1981-82 it may be said 
that boro rice production in this area on that time is not suitable while seeing the slightly lower variability in 
area and production in time period 2002-03 to 2011-12 the production of boro rice in this time period may be 
advocated. Despite the significant increase in the area and production of boro rice showed upward trend in time 
period II, III and IV. The R2 values of all time periods showed satisfactory results because all of these values 
explained maximum total variation of area and production by the time element include in the model. 

Poudel and Chen [14], applied the linear and quadratic model for yield trends and variability analyses of 
wheat and boro rice. The factors influencing for slowing yield growth rates are considered as comparative 
disadvantage of wheat to Boro rice in Bangladesh. The slowing yield growths exerted a challenge for food 
security in Bangladesh. 
 
Table 1: Time period wise regression equation, growth rate, R2 and coefficient of variation at trend line of area and production of boro rice 

in Bangladesh from 1972-73 to 2011-12 
Time 
Period  Model Annual Growth  

(% per annum) R2 F Value CV(t)% 

1972-73 
to 
1981-82 

Area tYt 012.047.1039ln +=  1.2 0.097 0.86 10.45 

Production tYt 031.035.1899ln +=  3.1 0.30 3.36 14.82 

1982-83 
to 
1991-92 

Area tYt 081.012.1216ln +=  8.1 0.92 93.24* 7.28 

Production tYt 085.005.2921ln +=  8.5 0.92 94.60* 7.67 

1992-93 
to 
2001-02 

Area tYt 051.068.2317ln +=  5.1 0.89 67.37* 5.47 

Production tYt 079.053.5539ln +=  7.9 0.91 79.36* 7.66 

2002-03 
to 
2011-12 

Area tYt 028.044.3746ln +=  2.8 0.92 96.43* 2.43 

Production tYt 052.066.11754ln +=
 

5.2 0.93 100.36* 4.26 

1972-73 
to 
2011-12 

Area tYt 046.053.904ln +=  4.6 0.96 837.18* 9.87 

Production tYt 064.001.1647ln +=  6.4 0.98 1626.24* 9.77 

*Significant at 1% level 
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The model selection criteria may reveal the picture more clearly. The criteria that have been used in this 
study to identify the best fitted model for forecasting purpose and also for explaining the growth pattern are 
calculated and given in Table 2 to Table 11. It appears from the entire tables that the value of R2 and adjusted 

2R  are higher for all cases in cubic model and MAE, MSE, RMSE, AIC, and MAPPE are lower for cubic 
model for all cases. The value of BIC are lower for compound model for production of boro rice from 1982-83 
to 1991-92 and area of boro rice from 1992-93 to 2001-02. So, the only model that may be used for making 
forecast with minimum forecasting error is the cubic model for boro rice area and production for all time period.  

 
Table 2: Model Selection Criteria of Area of Boro Rice from 1972-73 to 1981-82 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 81.565 15136.803 123.032 100.249 100.854 7.773 0.108 0.003 
Logarithmic 82.763 15875.483 125.998 100.725 101.330 7.886 0.065 0.052 
Quadratic 78.190 13671.287 116.924 101.231 102.138 7.487 0.295 0.094 
Cubic 64.554 12475.868 111.695 100.229 100.835 6.320 0.449 0.173 
Inverse 81.533 16004.515 126.509 100.806 101.411 7.775 0.057 0.061 
Exponential 81.744 15107.318 122.912 100.229 100.835 7.748 0.110 0.001 

 
Table 3: Model Selection Criteria of Production of Boro Rice from 1972-73 to 1981-82 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 242.360 120240.200 346.757 120.972 121.578 11.433 0.347 0.266 
Logarithmic 246.923 149232.588 386.306 123.133 123.738 11.470 0.190 0.089 
Quadratic 184.684 65355.034 255.646 116.876 117.784 8.845 0.690 0.601 
Cubic 128.905 48980.617 221.316 115.992 117.202 6.394 0.801 0.701 
Inverse 247.024 167816.218 409.654 124.306 124.911 11.234 0.089 0.025 
Exponential 234.691 117114.881 342.221 120.709 121.314 10.930 0.364 0.285 

 
Table 4: Model Selection Criteria of Area of Boro Rice from 1982-83 to 1991-92 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 112.432 25270.195 158.966 105.374 105.979 6.174 0.912 0.901 
Logarithmic 225.482 75268.452 274.351 116.288 116.893 12.523 0.737 0.704 
Quadratic 103.412 24617.198 156.899 107.112 108.020 5.357 0.925 0.903 
Cubic 67.886 13614.064 116.679 103.189 104.399 3.680 0.964 0.946 
Inverse 343.985 156731.989 395.894 123.623 124.228 18.731 0.452 0.384 
Exponential 106.782 22425.016 149.750 104.179 104.784 5.558 0.922 0.912 

 
Table 5: Model Selection Criteria of Production of Boro Rice from 1982-83 to 1991-92 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 294.021 162719.262 403.385 123.998 124.603 6.900 0.915 0.905 
Logarithmic 596.945 548911.644 740.886 136.157 136.762 13.547 0.715 0.679 
Quadratic 240.122 114396.231 338.225 122.474 123.382 5.272 0.948 0.933 
Cubic 162.058 74333.488 272.642 120.163 121.374 3.660 0.971 0.957 
Inverse 899.389 1110328.314 1053.721 143.202 143.807 19.968 0.423 0.351 
Exponential 255.002 117421.734 342.669 120.735 121.340 5.863 0.939 0.931 

 
Table 6: Model Selection Criteria of Area of Boro Rice from 1992-93 to 2001-02 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 141.920 34251.888 185.073 108.415 109.020 4.719 0.883 0.869 
Logarithmic 251.520 91454.421 302.414 118.236 118.841 8.362 0.689 0.650 
Quadratic 115.680 28971.669 170.211 108.741 109.648 3.577 0.914 0.889 
Cubic 88.680 19511.106 139.682 106.787 107.998 2.955 0.950 0.925 
Inverse 367.570 174003.064 417.137 124.668 125.273 12.064 0.408 0.334 
Exponential 133.066 29630.676 172.136 106.966 107.571 4.312 0.899 0.887 

 
Table 7: Model Selection Criteria of Production of Boro Rice from 1992-93 to 2001-02 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 643.664 600632.450 775.005 137.057 137.663 7.952 0.894 0.881 
Logarithmic 1087.704 1746296.928 1321.475 147.730 148.335 13.268 0.692 0.654 
Quadratic 514.346 467442.906 683.698 136.550 137.458 5.705 0.928 0.907 
Cubic 334.768 251446.956 501.445 132.350 133.560 4.041 0.967 0.950 
Inverse 1587.237 3365607.317 1834.559 154.291 154.896 18.948 0.407 0.333 
Exponential 586.845 474514.888 688.850 134.700 135.306 6.866 0.916 0.906 

 
Table 8: Model Selection Criteria of Area of Boro Rice from 2002-03 to 2011-12 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 75.216 12123.291 110.106 98.029 98.634 1.672 0.924 0.914 
Logarithmic 115.824 22464.962 149.883 104.197 104.802 2.731 0.859 0.842 
Quadratic 72.623 11816.462 108.704 99.772 100.680 1.669 0.935 0.917 
Cubic 56.995 6586.844 81.159 95.928 97.139 1.309 0.969 0.954 
Inverse 211.420 61060.524 247.104 114.196 114.801 4.937 0.617 0.569 
Exponential 77.810 13500.279 116.191 99.105 99.710 1.717 0.915 0.905 
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Table 9: Model Selection Criteria of Production of Boro Rice from 2002-03 to 2011-12 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 467.824 523017.666 723.200 135.674 136.279 2.807 0.929 0.920 
Logarithmic 764.204 952208.092 975.812 141.665 142.271 5.153 0.870 0.854 
Quadratic 446.206 495535.613 703.943 137.134 138.042 2.858 0.941 0.924 
Cubic 351.433 347284.559 589.309 135.579 136.789 2.222 0.965 0.947 
Inverse 1416.051 2702801.099 1644.020 152.098 152.703 9.388 0.632 0.586 
Exponential 537.083 668537.306 817.641 138.128 138.734 3.197 0.909 0.898 

 
Table 10: Model Selection Criteria of Area of Boro Rice from 1972-73 to 2011-12 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 65.172 26923.147 164.083 412.030 415.407 5.774 0.964 0.964 
Logarithmic 180.784 190428.711 436.381 490.281 493.659 16.316 0.707 0.700 
Quadratic 46.414 10731.382 103.592 377.237 382.304 4.201 0.978 0.977 
Cubic 24.300 3642.855 60.356 336.021 342.776 2.276 0.985 0.983 
Inverse 295.093 425215.280 652.085 522.414 525.792 27.282 0.251 0.231 
Exponential 37.713 7260.438 85.208 359.608 362.986 3.480 0.954 0.953 

 
Table 11: Model Selection Criteria of Production of Boro Rice from 1972-73 to 2011-12 

Model MAE MSE RMSE AIC BIC MAPPE R sq. Ad. R sq. 
Linear 285.08 645411.20 803.37 539.11 542.48 13.21 0.922 0.920 
Logarithmic 667.70 2930509.69 1711.87 599.63 603.01 29.70 0.621 0.611 
Quadratic 53.30 19874.31 140.98 401.89 406.95 2.59 0.988 0.987 
Cubic 55.50 21121.36 145.33 406.32 413.08 2.70 0.988 0.987 
Inverse 1095.3 5915760.48 2432.23 627.73 631.1 49.504 0.203 0.182 
Exponential 79.40 35421.29 188.21 423.00 426.38 3.85 0.980 0.980 

 
The best fitted model is used to make forecasts for boro rice area and production and is given in Table 12. 

The prediction period extends from 2012-13 to 2016-2017. An important limitation of making forecasts is that 
the forecasting error increases as the period of forecast increases. For this reason short-term forecast are more 
reliable compared to long term forecast. Close examination of the forecasted values and confidence intervals 
given in Table 12 reveal that forecasting errors are sufficiently small and consequently the intervals are not too 
large. In Table 12 it is observed that the forecasted area of  boro rice in the year of 2012-13 was 5230.62 ‘000’ 
ha. In case of production it was 21191.64 ‘000’ton. The area and production of boro rice was 5997.80 ‘000’ ha 
and 26205.86 ‘000’ton from 2016-2017 respectively. 

 
Table 12: Forecasting of boro rice area and production in Bangladesh from 2012-13 to 2016-17 

Year Area (000’ha) Production (000’ton) 
2012-13 5230.62 21191.64 
2013-14 5411.39 22361.23 
2014-15 5599.30 23585.69 
2015-16 5794.66 24866.68 
2016-17 5997.80 26205.86 

 

 
Fig. 1: Trend of area and production of boro rice in Bangladesh from 1972-73 to 2011-12  
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Fig. 2: Trend of area and production of boro rice in Bangladesh from 1972-73 to 2016-17 (including forecasted 

value) 
 

Conclusion and Recommendation: 
The overall trend of boro rice area and production in Bangladesh is quite satisfactory. The trend line for 

boro rice also gives the evidence on behalf of increasing tendency of area and production of boro rice. Growth 
rate in production of boro rice is greater than growth rate in area. Thus boro rice area and production in 
Bangladesh always bright to meet the increasing demand. This study also made the best effort to develop a short 
run forecasting of area and production of boro rice in Bangladesh. Our forecast showed an increasing pattern in 
area and production of boro rice. This pattern will continue if the government should put emphasis on adopting 
of high yielding boro rice varieties in boro seasons and take proper input subsidiary programme in order to 
achieve food security. The production uncertainty of boro rice could be minimized if production were forecasted 
well and necessary steps were taken against losses. Therefore, scientists should give more attention to develop 
sustainable variety in un-favorable weather to meet the increasing demand and this study can be useful guide to 
the stakeholders and beneficiaries for taking appropriate decision for encouraging the area and production of 
boro rice in the state. 
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